
Insight into your data 
management, workflow  

and eff iciency challenges.

ADVISORY SERVICES



Leverage Our Knowledge and Insight
 

By choosing to work with Keena, your practice will align  

with industry leading healthcare consultants to evaluate  

your demanding technology and workflow needs while  

also providing insight and consideration of industry trends  

and regulatory requirements. As your needs change, an 

appropriate consultant will be assigned to the project at  

hand ensuring that you always receive the best resource  

to manage your situation.

Our clients all come to embrace each assigned consultant  

as essential members of their team knowing that they are  

a trusted expert supported by a diverse team of skilled Keena 

advisors and workflow enabling tools. With Keena you’re not 

just hiring a temporary resource but healthcare IT experts and 

technology facilitators who are always just an email, phone call 

or text message away.
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Analytics-Based Decision-Making 

Using advanced statistical analysis  

our consultants analyze the hallmarks  

of good data and raise flags when  

incoming data is errant or corrupt.

Expert Resources 

Our advisory service capabilities  

have expanded from a focus on 

healthcare clinical data management 

needs to now include support of your 

financial/claims data management.

Workflow Optimization  

Uncover inefficiencies and make 

adjustments in clinical workflows  

that lead to improved performance  

in clinical and financial operations. 

Reduced Stress  

Keena consultants work  

side-by-side with your staff,  

focused on workflow efficiencies  

while leveraging technology to 

automate manual tasks. 

Increased ROI  

Healthcare organizations are  

realizing that consultants can  

deliver twice the work in half  

the time because they have  

the expertise and availability  

to quickly implement regulatory  

changes or upgrade configurations.

Empowering Your IT Team

“
We were at a point in time where our IT staff shortfall and tight 

local labor market had the potential to disrupt our ability to 

manage mission critical daily operations.

After bringing in skilled and experienced Keena IT consultants 

to support our department, we not only were able to effectively 

maintain essential IT systems but also implement new quality and 

efficiency enabling applications and programs.

The result was an increase in staff satisfaction and overall increase 

in our clinical operations and improvement in care delivery.”

—  

V E R L I N  JA N Z E N ,  M D 
C H I E F  M E D I C A L  O F F I C E R ,  H U T C H I N S O N  C L I N I C
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M A N AG E M E N T  S E R VI C E S 

Clinical Data

Consulting clients have a “direct-line” to an assigned

clinical data expert to help strategic IT projects such

as: daily EHR/PM troubleshooting, upgrade support,

large project support, specialty project lead,

configuration advice, peer networking, workflow

automation and general industry trends.
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Project  
Management 
 

Regulatory and organizational changes often 

result in new and unexpected projects. Timely 

implementation of these projects often requires  

the need for an expert resource to help backfill

staff daily tasks or to lead the project. Our project 

management team will evaluate your needs and 

bring in experienced project managers or task-

oriented consultants to make sure your plans

stay on course with a successful conclusion.

Examples Include: 

Major system upgrades, software conversions,  

and new locations or specialty rollouts.

Examples of Our Capabilities Include:  

Productivity reports, quality and regulatory 

performance analysis, bill tracking and financial 

performance, one-off reports.

Examples Include: 

CPTII code billing, patient problem/diagnosis  

clean-up, patient portal flagging and more.

Optimization  
Reviews 
 

Most workflow challenges for end-user staff and 

management are the result of complex EHR/PM 

and ancillary systems being rapidly deployed.  

These complex deployments can often lead 

to misconfigured software and cumbersome 

workflows that negatively impact productivity.  

Our team evaluates and recommends system 

optimization reviews on a regular basis. Through 

these systemic workflow analyses our team will 

provide a detailed report of adjustments that lead 

to an organization working smarter, not harder.

Custom  
Reporting
 

Data is only as powerful as the analytic algorithms 

that drive operational reporting. Although most 

systems come with a standard set of reports that 

cover your basic data management needs, it is 

nearly impossible to achieve peak organizational

efficiency without custom reporting. Our team 

of database experts will take your data reporting 

requests and turn them into accurate and effective 

operational tools. 

Workflow Automation, 
Data Cleanup
 

Repetitive manual workflows often result in 

inefficiency, job dissatisfaction and wasted  

budget dollars. Any workflow that is repetitive 

and data-driven with numerous manual steps 

or excessive “clicks” should be evaluated for 

automation. If rules and login models can  

be written down, then an effective electronic  

process can be created to manage the task  

more efficiently.
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M A N AG E M E N T  S E R VI C E S 

Claims Data

Keena brings claims data experts together with state-of-the-art 

normalization and analytical tools to clean, organize, store, and 

enable financial reporting and enhance management capabilities. 

We can help detect trends both for individual payers as well as 

across them allowing your organization to predict where the 

business is going before it gets there. Claims advisory consulting

clients have a direct line to an assigned claims data expert.
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Master Data Management (MDM)
Solution Advisory 
 

To operate successfully, Healthcare Information 

Exchanges, Accountable Care Organizations  

and healthcare provider organizations involved in 

merger/acquisition processes are often faced with 

the enormous challenge of accurately and effectively 

consolidating information on patient identities and 

healthcare encounters from several disparate systems. 

A Master Data Management plan for these complex 

and time-sensitive projects is mission critical. Keena 

MDM consultants have both the expertise to build a 

plan for your organization and a proven MDM solution 

to normalize, store and manage the data needed.

Exmples Include:  

100% audit, claims attribution  

and web process automation.

ACO  
Advisory Services 
 

Building excellent ACO services requires a deep 

understanding of claims processing and the 

algorithms that drive those processes. The claims 

consulting team at Keena brings the knowledge, 

analytical skills and experience your organization 

requires to manage any claims data challenge. 

If you are just starting out, we can partner with you 

to design your network and set up your ACO claims 

database. If you’re already up and running, we’ll take 

a macro view of your data architecture and help find 

efficiencies and enhancements that impact your 

bottom line. No matter the stage of deployment,  

we have the people and analytical tools to help. 

Claims Automation, 
Data Cleanup
 

Keena’s claims processing service stems from  

a proprietary automation system using Robotic 

Process Automation (RPA) to handle the mundane 

and complex manual tasks of processing claims. 

Through our years of experience across many  

payors we have identified and mastered all the 

unique characteristics and requirements necessary  

for successful claims submissions. Let our team of 

claims data experts evaluate your repetitive and  

data-driven processes for productivity improving 

automation.

“
Keena has the depth 

and knowledge to 

handle diverse data 

sources, file types, 

and integration types.

This allows them to 

develop efficient 

tools to drive new 

processes and 

payer mandates.”

—  

T E R R I  G O D DA R 
D I R E C T O R  O F 

I N F O R M AT I O N  S E R V I C E S , 
A D V O C AT E  P H Y S I C I A N  PA R T N E R S



KE E N A H E A LTH .CO M SA LE S @ KE E N A H E A LTH .CO M 315.707.7843


